Cerebral cavernous malformation: novel mutation in a Chinese family and evidence for heterogeneity.
Familial cerebral cavernous malformation (CCM) is an autosomal dominant disorder producing vascular anomalies throughout the central nervous system associated with seizures and hemorrhagic stroke. Linkage analysis has shown evidence for at least three genetic loci underlying this disorder with a founder mutation in the Mexican/Hispanic community. We report the first family of Chinese ethnic origin with CCM having a novel mutation in the CCM1 gene. The mutation in exon 19 causes a premature stop codon (Q698X) predicted to produce a truncated Krev1 interaction-trapped 1 (KRIT1) protein. Members of the family with this mutation have a wide range in age of onset with seizures, ataxia, spinal cord vascular malformation, headaches and skin lesions. An additional unrelated sporadic subject with brain lesions compatible with CCM as well as vascular skin findings suggesting the blue rubber bleb nevus (BRBN) syndrome has no mutation detected in the CCM1 gene. These findings expand the phenotype of and demonstrate further evidence for the heterogeneity in the CCM syndrome.